ABSTRACT

Four proposed perception-based techniques for objectively estimating speech quality and three traditional estimators are applied to coded speech samples. Agreement between objective estimates and corresponding subjective test scores is reported. Several observations on key elements of perception-based estimators are offered.

1 Background

Speech coding often involves a four-way compromise among complexity, delay, bit-rate, and the perceived quality of decoded speech. The most critical perceived quality measurements will always rely on formal subjective tests. However, the costs associated with formal subjective tests are not justified in some situations. Specifically, much coder development work relies on objective estimators of perceived speech quality, along with “informal listening tests.” For example, of the 30 coders described at the 1993 IEEE Workshop on Speech Coding for Telecommunications, only nine had been tested in formal subjective tests, while several different objective quality estimators were employed [1]. Segmental SNR (SNRseg) was applied in four cases, spectral distortion measures were used in three cases, while SNR, perceptually-weighted SNRseg (PWSNRseg), Bark Spectral Distortion (BSD), and Cepstral Distance (CD) were each used once.

This diversity makes comparisons difficult. Further, it is unclear how reliable some of these estimators are. In particular, SNR and SNRseg are not generally reliable estimators of perceived speech quality, and their continued popularity is likely due to their history and simplicity [2]. A reliable, widely used and accepted objective technique for estimating perceived speech or audio quality would be quite valuable. Much of the recent work in this area has followed a perception-based approach. See [3-11] for examples.

2 The Perception-based Approach

A high-level description of the perception-based approach to objectively estimating the perceived quality of coded speech is given in Figure 1. The basic premise of the approach is that by transforming signals into an appropriate perceptual domain, only perceptually-relevant information is retained. By definition, this information is both necessary and sufficient for the accurate assessment of perceived speech quality, independent of the type of coding and transmission used. The perceptually-transformed speech signals are then compared by a distance measure that estimates the perceived quality of the coded speech.

Figure 1. Perception-based Approach to Quality Estimation

To test their reliability, four perception-based estimators were applied to coded speech samples that were also formally evaluated in subjective tests. The four estimators were PWSNRseg [3], BSD [4], PSQM1 [5,6], and PSQM2 [5-7]. Maximization of PWSNRseg is equivalent to the minimization of perceptually-filtered mean-squared coding error done by many analysis-by-synthesis coders. PSQM2 uses an asymmetric distance measure, but is otherwise identical to PSQM1. Three traditional estimators, SNR, SNRseg, and CD were calculated as well.

Three groups of coded speech samples (male-female balanced, North American English) were used. The first explores the impact of radio channels (0-6.4% BER) on Federal Standard 1016 CELP coding (12 conditions, 20 seconds each). A second group includes two proprietary CELP-based coders using radio channels (0-3% BER), analog FM radio, µ-law PCM, and the MNRU (34 conditions, 3 minutes each). The third group includes the MNRU and 13 coders using error-free channels (PCM, ADPCM, APC, SELP, and LPC), (22 conditions, 20 seconds each).
Table 1 summarizes the results with magnitudes of coefficients of correlation, calculated across all conditions, using mean objective and subjective values for each condition. These results indicate that SNR, SNRseg, PWSNRseg and CD are not reliable indicators of perceived speech quality across all the conditions considered here. BSD and the PSQM’s show more reliable readings across coding technologies, indicating they may be more successful at emulating human perception. For some groups of coders, higher correlation values have been reported [4,6].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Group 1</th>
<th>Group 2</th>
<th>Group 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SNR</td>
<td>.46</td>
<td>.54</td>
<td>.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SNRseg</td>
<td>.68</td>
<td>.56</td>
<td>.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PWSNRseg</td>
<td>.34</td>
<td>.55</td>
<td>.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD</td>
<td>.97</td>
<td>.74</td>
<td>.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BSD</td>
<td>.93</td>
<td>.68</td>
<td>.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSQM1</td>
<td>.74</td>
<td>.79</td>
<td>.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSQM2</td>
<td>.89</td>
<td>.89</td>
<td>.86</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Measured Magnitudes of Coefficients of Correlation

3 Observations on Perceptual Transformations and Distance Measures

Perceptual transformations are generally based on the results of human perception experiments that use tones or bands of noise. Differing interpretations of these experimental results and differences in how they are applied to speech signals have lead to a range of plausible perceptual transformations. To study how these differences impact speech quality estimates, four perceptual transformation parameters were varied and the resulting signals were passed into three time-averaged distance measures: a normalized mean-squared error measure, a log ratio measure and a direction cosine measure. Trends in the agreement between the resulting objective estimates and subjective scores were observed across the three groups of speech samples. This breadth was intended to free the analysis from the specifics of one coding technology or subjective test.

This study led to the following five observations: (1) Temporal smoothing of spectral representations [5] does not increase and often decreases agreement with subjective scores. (2) Calculating a "level-dependent upward spread of excitation" as in [5,8,9] adds little or no information that is useful for this application. Instead, a significantly simpler "fixed upward spread of excitation" calculation [4,10] might be used. (3) No consistent preference was found for the rule by which excitation components are added [5]. Thus, the simplest rule (adding of power) might be used without sacrificing performance. (4) No consistent preference was found for the compressive nonlinearity that converts power to perceived loudness (Stevens’ Law [4], Zwicker’s Law, or ‘highly compressed’ [7]). (5) None of the three distance measures is consistently superior to the others. The first three observations are in accordance with [11] while the first and fourth also agree with [6].

From these observations, it appears that highly detailed perceptual transformations are not particularly beneficial as inputs to the distance measures used here. Table 1 shows that PSQM2 is preferred to PSQM1, and this difference is due to the distance measure alone. Results in [11] also point to the value of improved distance measures. Thus, our current efforts are focussed on distance measures that may more fully exploit the information available in the time and frequency distributions of perceptually-transformed speech signals. These efforts may lead to efficient estimators of perceived speech quality that are maximally effective and robust across a wide range of codec types and distortion sources, thus providing cost-effective yet meaningful input to the perceived speech quality dimension of the four-way speech coding compromise.
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